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A New High-Rate Differential Space-Time
Block Coding Scheme

Naofal Al-Dhahir, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new high-rate differential space-time transmission
scheme based on spatial multiplexing of Alamouti-encoded infor-
mation streams is developed in this letter. At the receiver, joint
space-time differential interference cancellation and decoding is
performed, realizing diversity and rate gains, without requiring
channel knowledge or bandwidth expansion. Our focus is on the
case of two information streams with two transmit antennas per
stream on flat-fading channels for simplicity. However, the devel-
opment readily extends to more than two information streams, to
more than two transmit antennas per stream, and to frequency-se-
lective channels using previously published techniques.

Index Terms—Differential encoding, interference cancellation,
space-time block code (STBC), spatial multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE ALAMOUTI space-time block code (STBC) for two
transmit antennas enjoys the following three main attrac-

tive features: 1) it does not require channel knowledge at the
transmitter (i.e. operates open loop); 2) it achieves full (i.e.,
second-order) spatial diversity gains with a single receive an-
tenna (which makes it attractive for the downlink); and 3) its
maximum-likelihood decoder performs onlylinear processing
(due to the orthogonal spatio-temporal structure of the code).
On the other hand, the Alamouti STBC has two main limita-
tions. First, it requires channel knowledge at the receiver which
can be acquired using training sequences at the expense of rate
overhead. For high-mobility broadband scenarios (such as the
forthcoming fourth-generation multimedia wireless systems), it
becomes very costly and difficult in practice to estimate and
track the large number of channel parameters1 accurately re-
sulting in significant performance degradation. The second lim-
itation of the Alamouti STBC is its achievable rate. It transmits
two information symbols over two symbol periods using two
transmit antennas resulting in a rate of one, which is half the
maximum possible rate of two achieved for this scenario using
spatial multiplexing. This rate loss is due to the two inserted re-
dundant symbols that allow this code to achieve full spatial di-
versity gains. There is a fundamental tradeoff between rate and
diversity in a multiple-antenna wireless system. With one re-
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1The number of channel parameters increases linearly with the number of
transmit/receive antennas and with the ratio of channel delay spread to symbol
period.

ceive antenna, the Alamouti STBC achieves theoptimalrate-di-
versity tradeoff possible. Hence, it is not possible to increase its
rate without sacrificing diversity.

A differential form of the Alamouti Rate-1 STBC was
proposed in [1] which obviates the need for channel estimation
at the receiver without sacrificing diversity gains. The price
paid is an signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss of 3 dB relative
to coherent decoding (with perfect channel estimation). This
penalty might be acceptable under high-mobility conditions
where channel estimation errors could result in more than 3-dB
SNR loss in addition to the complexity and power consumption
of the channel estimation module in the user terminal. A dou-
bling of the achievable rate in the Alamouti scheme, without
sacrificing precious RF bandwidth, can be achieved through
a parallel, co-channel, and synchronous transmission of two
Alamouti space-time-encoded signals using four transmit
antennas. Only one extra receive antenna is needed to separate
the two streams using the linear spatio-temporal interference
cancellation scheme in [2].

Our objective in this paper is to combine the benefits
of the two schemes in [1] and [2] by developing a Rate-2
differential Alamouti STBC scheme and the associated differ-
ential space-time joint interference cancellation and decoding
algorithms.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Channel Model and Assumptions

We consider a transmission scenario where there are four
transmit and two receive antennas. The four transmitted signals
are generated using two Alamouti STBC encoders [3] operating
in parallel on two cochannel (i.e. sharing the same frequency
band) and synchronized (i.e. transmitted simultaneously over
the same time duration) signals and which are,
in turn, generated from differential encoding of twoindependent
information streams and each at rate R.

The channel from transmit antenna(for ) to re-
ceive antenna (for ) is assumedflat-fading and its
coefficient is denoted by for the first stream and by for
the second stream (with a single receive antenna, we drop the
second index in the subscript). Both and are assumed
complex circularly-symmetric i.i.d. Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and unit variance. The noise at receive antenna

(for ) at time is denoted by which is modeled
as a complex circularly-symmetric zero-mean Gaussian random
variable.
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B. Rate-1 Alamouti STBC

With two transmit antennas, the Alamouti STBC [3] groups

the input symbols into pairs, each denoted by a vector
(where denotes the transpose), which are

processed by the space-time block encoder according to the rule

time
space

where denotes the complex-conjugate transpose operation.
Assuming a single receive antenna, the received signals over two
consecutive symbol time instants, denoted by and ,
are

(1)

where

where we assumed that the two channels are constant over the
transmission of two symbols. The orthogonal channel matrix

in (1) belongs to a class of 2 2 complex matrices known
asquaternionsand will be denoted by the subscript in this
paper. In addition to their orthogonality, the set of quaternions
is closed under addition, multiplication, and inversion.

III. N EW DIFFERENTIAL RATE-2 STBC

Write (1) in the following quaternionic form2

(2)

Ignoring noise, we can write (2) compactly as

(3)

where an argument (: ) for a matrix indicates that it con-
tains symbols with time indices ranging fromto . With two
co-channel synchronized Alamouti STBC encoders with inde-
pendent information streams and and 2 receive
antennas, (3) becomes

(4)
Assume that the channel matrices , , , are

constant overfour consecutive symbols with time indicesto
. Then

(5)

2This is an alternative derivation (taken from [4]) of the differential Alamouti
scheme first proposed in [1].

Combining (4) and (5), we get

(6)

It is critical to note here that, unlike the Rate-1 case in (3) where
the equivalent channel matrix is a quaternion, it is not a quater-
nion in the Rate-2 case in (6). Instead, it is a 44 matrix con-
sisting of four quaternions each corresponding to an information
stream/receive-antenna pair. Therefore, a standard differential
detection rule will not work. However, we show next that by
doubling the observation interval length, over which the chan-
nels are assumed fixed, from four (as in the differential Rate-1
STBC case) to eight symbols, it is possible to decode both in-
formation streams simultaneously and differentially with spa-
tial diversity gains for both. Consider the following differential
space-time encoding rule3

(7)

where contains theeightinformation symbols (four
from each information stream corresponding to symbol instants

to ) to be detected. Now, assume that the four channel
matrices , , , and are constant over the eight
consecutive symbol instants to .4 Then, (6) can be
expressed recursively as follows

(8)

This leads to the following differential space-time ML5 de-
tection metric which is minimized over all signal constellation
symbols6

(9)

3This rule implies that the two streams must becoordinated.
4For a Rate-L differential STBC, the channels need to be assumed constant

over4L consecutive symbol instants.
5Assuming the noise white Gaussian.
6It is also possible to do ML detection with 1 receive antenna.
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Fig. 1. BER of proposed scheme.

Because of the block quaternionic structure of the involved ma-
trices, we only need to minimize the norms of two (instead of
all four) columns in (9). This leads to two exhaustive searches
each of size . In general, the complexity of this ML de-
tector grows exponentially with the signal constellation size,
information rate, and number of transmit antennas per informa-
tion stream. We can apply other space-time reduced-complexity
detection algorithms such as the zero-forcing, MMSE decorre-
lating, decision feedback, or sphere decoders to (8).

Extensions of the presented scheme to the Rate-case and
to more than two transmit antennas per stream are straightfor-
ward and follow the methodology in [5]. In addition, our scheme
can be readily extended to frequency-selective channels with
Rate- using the approach in [4] under the assumption that the
channels are fixed over consecutive transmissionblocks(not
symbols). Clearly, this assumption becomes less accurate as the
Doppler rate, block length, and increase leading to an error
floor.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 1 compares the performance of our differential Rate-2
STBC scheme with coherent ML and decorrelating schemes,
assuming perfect channel knowledge at the receiver. The figure
shows that the performance gap between the coherent and dif-
ferential ML receivers is more than the 3-dB gap observed in
the Rate-1 case (due to presence of inter-stream interference).
This gap is reduced when taking into account the effects of
practical channel estimation on performance of the coherent
scheme. It is also interesting to note that the proposed differ-
ential ML detector outperforms the coherent decorrelating de-
tector at high SNR (even with perfect channel knowledge for
the latter!). This occurs because the coherent decorrelating re-
ceiver achieves only second (not fourth) diversity order for each
stream since the second receive antenna is used to null the other
stream.
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